Press and ReferenCes
BollyDance shows the Indian Lifestyle very vibrant and colourful which
leads to a huge mediacoverage and a lot of interesting clients.
Magazines like "Brigitte", "Fit for Fun" or "freundin" have published
articles on her, as well as special interest magazines (ISQH, Vital,
Vive), newspapers (Welt, Zeit, Hamburger Abendblatt, Bild am
Sonntag) or TV-stations (ARTE, RTL, RTL II, Pro 7, SAT 1).
Various engagements followed, such as:
„Taj Mahal Show“ at Albert Hall/Bruxelles, birthday party of Roberto
Blanco, WEMPE-presentation Sony Center Berlin, TUI World Show,
Restaurant Lembach/München, PLAN-Gala with Shweta Sheety at
Hamburger Staatsoper, beautycompetition Miss/Mister Hamburg at
Hamburg town hall, Sennheiser-Event at Zoo Hannover or the Dance
Festival Mumbai.
Above that cooperations with event agencies or marriage locations
emerged: Marriage Hall Le Royal, Elite Eventhaus, Glas Eventhall or
Fortenbacher Event Agency.
Bookings for Bollywoodfilms followed, such as:
„Karma“, „Aap Kaa Surror“, Disneyproduction “Hexe Lilli 2 - Die Reise
nach Mandolan“, shortfilm „Crazy in Love“
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Classes and Workshops

Tatjana Wegner lives in Hamburg, Germany. Since 1990 she works as a

BollyDance is not an exclusive event for dance professionals, but

It brought the romantic lovestory linked to the famous palace to stage.

professional balletdancer, instructor, performanceartist, dance therapist,

instead a rousing dance concept for everyone loving to dance. The goal

Beside various showparts of several duration a new show with the title

presenter and model. 2003 she founded the first German BollyDance

is to enjoy exercising, have excitement for music and to enjoy your body.

“Maharaja Palace” was presented at an event of the company Sennheiser

Company and above that she acted in several German TV-series. After

The class structure is set up with an easy workout, study of certain

at the Hannover Zoo. The shows were presented very authentically by the

a classical ballett education in Kiew and international performance she

steps and gestures which are brought together as a choreography at

BollyDance Company and therefore it was also booked for a number of

discovered Indian dance and learned to love it influenced by Bollywood

last. In a workshop of several hours in addition to this also meditation

Bollywoodfilms like: “Aap Kaa Surror“ and "Karma" by Vivek Singhania,

films. She was educated in various styles of classical Indian dance and

techniques, basics of aroma therapy and Indian myth are being teached.

the Disneyfilm "Hexe Lili 2" at Babelsberg/Berlin and the childrens

since 2002 she combines this knowledge with her education as a fitness

If a participant is catched completely, they can either join the BollyDance

Bollywoodfilm "Crazy for love" in Hamburg.

instructor. As a result, her concept for BollyDance was born. Therefore she

Company or undertake the trainer education. An up to date list of events

became trendsetter for a movement which found its way to Europe. She

and classes can be seen at www.pari-productions.com

leads with charme and passion into the colourful Indian culture.

BollyDance-Trainer
Meanwhile the Bollywood-virus has spread Europe-wide and is highly

BollyDance Company

requested. Therefore, Tatjana Wegner developed various concepts for

BollyDance

2003 Tatjana Wegner founded the first professional BollyDance Company

training and dancing. For the first time in Europe she offers a funded and

India has inspired me because of its exciting colours, the various cultures

in Germany. 20 dancers from USA, Russia, Japan, Iran, France, China,

licensed trainer education. This education is based on a 4-week-block-

and the different rhythms of BollyDance. European dancing tradition

India and Germany are part of the Company. If you need a wonderful

seminar. Each block is dedicated to basic steps and basic movements

and the unique Indian dance styles are the components for my dance

exotic touch for your event, the BollyDance Company is the right choice.

of BollyDance, the study of standard choreographies, background infor

‑ Masala (Indian spice mixture) - which I teach in my classes. BollyDance

Our programme might exactly be customized for your needs, so do not

mation like Indian mythology and their symbols, meditation techniques,

is a movement based workout which is a lively mix of dance-, aerobic-,

hesitated to contact us.

developing own choreographies and building a class structure. All blocks

and hip hop elements as well as modern Bollywood dances. Dancing like

are bound to another and are building up on each other. At the end of

Indian Gods, like in a Bollywood movie integrated in a group-fitness and

BollyDance Shows and Bollywood Film

the seminar is the exam which the participants have to pass to get

-dance class. A new kind of workout accompanied by Indian music where

The first big show of the BollyDance Company was the “BollyDance

the license. This is an unlimited dance-trainer-license and includes a

characteristic movements, special steps, foot positions and hand and

Circus Show” where danceparts in rich costumes were combined with the

fitness-license.

finger positions (Mudras) are combined in dynamic choreographies.

appearances of acrobats. The next show with the agency Shenan Doah was

Dates can be looked up on www.pari-productions.com

named “Taj Mahal” and took place in the Albert Hall /Bruxelles.

Impressions from a Bollywood Dance workshop Spring 2007
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